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Runic

Klaus Düwel

RUNES ARE THE NAME given to the earliest Germanic written characters, characters that differ from any modern alphabet. Their precise origin remains unknown, though it is assumed that they were based on a Mediterranean alphabet (Greek, Latin, or Northern Italic), Latin because of the great impact of Roman culture on Northern Europe being the most probable. In any case, the several related Northern Italic alphabets used in inscriptions found in the Alps from the fourth to the first century B.C. demonstrate the most obvious parallels to runic shapes. The earliest extant runes can be dated archeologically to the second century A.D., but it is assumed that the use of runes predates this period.

The term rune is documented in various individual Germanic languages (for example Gothic rūna Old High German rūna(stab), Old English rūn, Old Norse rún) and means primarily “secret.” According to epigraphic and literary evidence they are considered to be “descended from the gods” (as recorded on the sixth-century Noleby stone in southern Sweden). Other sources suggest the god Odin invented or discovered them (thus the Norse poem known as “The Words of the High One,” Hávamál stanza 138–39). The myth that a god created the script is widespread and is the basis of the idea of the “power of writing in belief and superstition.” Runic writing is, like any other script, a means of communication that can be used for profane and sacred as well as magical purposes.

The usual arrangement of the twenty-four runes does not follow a formal alphabet, but represents an independent and characteristic sequence that, taken from the sound value of its first six characters, is called the futhark:
A *futhark* that corresponds essentially to these letters is present, alone or together with other runic inscriptions, on a total of nine monuments from the fifth and sixth centuries, among them the Kylver stone and the bracteates (thin, round, uniface gold medallions which were worn as amulets), from Vadstena and Grumpan in Sweden. The bracteate tradition shows the *futhark* divided into three groups (each of eight runes) or genders (ON ætt, pl. ættir). This makes it possible to use them as a secret script, in a variety of graphic ways, by indicating firstly the group and then the position within the group. But the cryptographic use is for the older runes only uncertainly attested.

The graphic features of the runes are stave, twig, and hook, which can appear in pairs and be combined in different ways, with the exception of the twig-hook combination. A twig cannot stand alone, though a hook can. In inscriptions there is the tendency to raise the “smaller” runes to the height of the others, which explains some of the variants. There was at first no rule governing the direction of the inscription, although the bidirectional form known as *boustrophedon* was seldom used. The twigs and hooks attached to the left or right-hand side of a stave determined the direction in which the inscription was written. Runes that stand opposite to the direction of the inscription are called reversed runes; runes which are turned upside down are called inverted runes. As in Roman epigraphy, runic script also has ligatures, known as bind-runes. Conventionally the standardized runic forms of the *futhark* are given in an angular form. The reason for this is the assumption that runes were originally conceived to be incised into wooden objects that have not been preserved. This is contradicted on the one hand by the early survival of wooden objects bearing runic inscriptions (the wooden plane from Illerup on the Jutland peninsula, ca. A.D. 200) and on the other by the contemporaneous rounded forms found on metal objects (Ř 9 on shield-mount 2 from Illerup). Angular and rounded forms could be peculiarities of particular runic writers, but they appear to be determined primarily by the nature of the material on
which they were inscribed, as there are runic inscriptions on such different materials as stone, metal, wood, bone, and leather. Associated terminology appears in the Germanic *wrītan (Eng. *write, Germ. reißen) to suggest inscription on metal while *faibian “to color, to paint” indicates the painting-in of (stone) inscriptions.

Each grapheme (single character) corresponds to a phoneme (single sound). This precise reproduction of the Germanic phonemic system by the *futhark is commonly stressed, namely “that there was a near-perfect fit between the twenty-four runes of the older *futhark and the distinctive speech sounds of the language or languages of the runic inscriptions that predate ca. A.D. 550–650.” The conversion of a runic character into a Latin letter is called transliteration, and such transliterations are printed in bold type. In addition to its sound value, each rune also represents a Be-griffs-wert (semantic value) which is identical to the name of the individual rune, for example f = Germanic *fehu (cattle, property), u = *ūruz (aurochs, the now extinct wild ox), o = *ōjan/ōjan (inherited property). Clear evidence of the epigraphic use of Begriffsrune (ideographic runes, where the rune-name rather than the rune’s sound value is to be read) is present in the line “Hadowulf gave j,” the last rune meaning “a (good) year” (Stentofthen stone, southern Sweden, seventh century). One assumes that the rune-names had always been associated with the runes even though these names are only documented in manuscripts from the eighth century. The relevant main sources are medieval runic poems with a mnemonic function. The reconstruction of the rune-names in the earliest Germanic form is disputed. In the following table entries with a question-mark are speculative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rune</th>
<th>Name (Meaning)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>*fehu cattle, (movable) property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>*ūruz aurochs (manly strength?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>þ</td>
<td>*þurisaz Thurse, giant (terrible, pernicious force)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>*ansuz the deity Anse, Ase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>*raidō journey, riding, carriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>*kaunan (?) ulcer, illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>*gebō gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>*wunjō (?) joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>*baglaz masc./*bagnæz neut. hail (sudden ruin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>*naudiz need, necessity, constraint of fortune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>*īsaz masc./*īsin neut. ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>*jēran (good) year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ï</td>
<td>*iwas yew-tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>*perþo (?) a fruit-tree?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z/R</td>
<td>*algiz elk (defence, protection?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The sequence of the runes in the futhark, which deviates from the “alphabetical” order found elsewhere, may result from the rearrangement for mystical purposes of pairs of letters in a pre-existing alphabet upon which it was modeled.\textsuperscript{8}

Runic script has been in use continuously from the numerous inscribed objects found in bog-lands (Illerup, Thorsberg, Nydam on the Jutland peninsula) dating from around A.D. 200 until well into the modern era, in certain regions of Scandinavia even as late as the nineteenth century. Given this unbroken continuity, it was not necessary to decipher the runic script as laboriously as was the case with other ancient writing systems. Furthermore, since the sixteenth century, studies and collections have been made by antiquarian scholars. Johan Göransson’s Bautil of 1750\textsuperscript{9} with its illustrations of around 1200 Swedish rune-stones is still of significance. For the original of the now lost golden Gallehus horn, eighteenth-century engravings are our only source. Pre-academic study was elevated primarily by Wimmer\textsuperscript{10} in the nineteenth century to a scientific level that remains to a large extent determinative to the present day. Wimmer recognized the correct chronological sequence from the older to the younger futhark. Wilhelm Grimm\textsuperscript{11} deduced as early as 1821 that there must have been German runic monuments; these were then later discovered. At the end of the nineteenth century, national editions of runic inscriptions were begun in Scandinavia\textsuperscript{12} of which the Swedish one\textsuperscript{13} is not yet complete, while the less substantial Danish corpus\textsuperscript{14} will soon reach its third edition. The history of research shows that runic script and monuments have been used for ideological and political purposes, in the seventeenth century by Sweden and Denmark, and in the twentieth by Germany, the use of runic signs for the SS being the most familiar.\textsuperscript{15} In the second half of the twentieth century, runic research increased greatly, and international symposia and the academic journal Nytt om runer (University of Oslo, Norway) which has appeared annually with a bibliography since 1986, attest to the variety of research interests and activities. Runology, although it is not an established university discipline as such, has developed into a wide-ranging subject area.
From a period of approximately 1500 years, through the times of the migration period, the Vikings, and the Middle Ages — each with its own particular modification of the runes — around 6500 runic monuments have been preserved. They are to be found from Greenland in the north to Byzantium and Piraeus in the south, from Greenland in the west to Lake Lagoda and the Dnieper estuary in the east. The main area of concentration is Scandinavia: Sweden has 3600 examples (of these 2400 are rune-stones, 1200 of these in Uppland alone, the area with the greatest density of runes), Norway approximately 1600, Denmark about 850, Greenland over 100, and 96 in Iceland. These are followed by England, with around 90 (discounting runic coins) from the period of the fifth to the eleventh centuries, and Germany with around 80 from the Merovingian period (predominantly sixth century). The number of Scandinavian inscriptions on the British Isles is in excess of 100, with 17 in Ireland. The Frisian corpus is quite modest at 20. There has been no authenticated find of a runic inscription in North America, despite strenuous efforts to find them. The case of the spurious inscription on the Kensington stone is rather alarming, and reports of runes in South America are unequivocally the stuff of legend. Striking are new runic inscriptions by Anglo-Saxon pilgrims in Italy and of Nordic origin in the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul.

Details of the numbers of runes are usually approximations, and it is not always possible to distinguish beyond doubt between runes, rune-like symbols, and non-runes. Sometimes inscriptions that are held by some to be forgeries are included, and sometimes omitted. In Scandinavia, the total numbers depend on whether one does or does not include the post-Reformation runic inscriptions (around 350 of them in the Dalarna region alone). In England and Denmark there are coins with runic legends that may be listed in the runic corpus or treated as a separate group. Where multiple examples are made from a single die-stamp, one might take the number of die-stamps or the number of impressions made with them. This is true of bracteates and for runic die-stamps in general, as are known on pottery (Spong Hill, fifth century) and on weapons (Illerup spearhead, ca. A.D. 200).

The runic period that covers inscriptions in the older futhark extends from around A.D. 200–700, and from these five hundred years, at least 350 inscriptions have thus far been discovered. This figure is reached only if one includes around 150 bracteates with purely runic inscriptions. De-rolez has asked “what fraction of the total number of inscriptions actually carved over five centuries has survived?,” and he estimates the losses at 25,000. On the other hand, finds of third-century lance- and spearheads demonstrate that only a small percentage of the thousands known are decorated with runes, often with silver inlays. These take the form of poetic and magical names such as rauñiar (tester) (Øvre Stabu), tilarids (goal pursuer) (Kowel), ranja (attacker, router) (Dahmsdorf) or wagnijo
(the runner) (Illerup, Vimose), which put the function of the weapon, namely to test the opposing weapons and thereby test and attack the enemy, into words. One can well imagine such ceremonial weapons being used for the ritual of opening of battle by hurling a spear over or into the enemy’s army, a ritual based upon the example of the god, Odin (Völuspá, stanza 24; Hlódskvida, stanza 27f.).

Among artifacts recovered from the older runic period, several complexes of finds may be distinguished:

1. **Bog finds.** In the bogs of southern Scandinavia and northern Germany (Illerup, Vimose, Thorsberg, Nydam) numerous objects, among them some bearing runes, have been found. They date from around A.D. 200. According to current views, these objects deposited in the bog were votive offerings of war booty that the native defenders had taken from the defeated invaders. However, it is equally imaginable that the invaders were victorious and made a sacrificial offering of the spoils of war captured from the defenders in some existing holy place or shrine. This question is of significance since all speculation about the origins of runic script begins with geographical location of the earliest recorded items.

2. **Grave finds.** Six fibulae from around A.D. 200, with personal names or the name of a rune-master, as well as roughly scratched inscriptions, have been recovered from the graves of women from the social elite class.

3. **Bracteates.** The more than 900 golden bracteates of the migration period form a separate and specific group. These may be grouped typologically according to ornamentation: A = man’s head in profile; B = full-length figure or group of figures; C = man’s head in profile above a quadruped; D = stylized representation of monsters; F = quadrupeds. Runes can be found on A-, B-, C-, and F-types, but predominantly on C-types. According to Hauck’s iconographic research (most recently 2002) the figure portrayed is that of Wodan/Odin who appears in various roles (Mars, divine physician) and is depicted on the A-bracteates, in imitation of the imperial image on gold medallions, as a divine prince. On the C-bracteates he is portrayed as divine healer of Balder’s fallen foal, aided by animal-like helpers. This act is invoked in mythical analogy to the second Merseburg Charm, discussed elsewhere in this volume.

For the interpretation of the inscriptions on bracteates there is (and this is unique to the older runic period), a frame of reference in late classical magical practice as recorded in Egyptian magical papyri of the third to the sixth century. From this the significance of the true, secret name of a spirit is vital for the success of the magical process. The language of “the gods and the spirits” exhibits expressions and names which, even though they may appear meaningless or incomprehensible to humans, “all, without exception, have their meaning and significance, but naturally only for the gods.”
and the gods, use this code in speech and writing. 30 Many of the bracteate inscriptions that remain incomprehensible to humans are to be placed and “understood” in this communicative sense. 31

4. Individual finds such as the Kowel spearhead already referred to represent a problematic category. In this group are such familiar pieces as the golden neck-ring from Pietroassa (now Pietroasele in Romania). 32 The standard interpretation of the runes on this ring, which was cut in pieces after a robbery, is: Gutaní ó[þal] wí[hl] hailag (property of the Gothic people, sacred [and] inviolate), or alternatively Gutan[ï] Iowi hailag (consecrated to Jupiter of the Goths). This cannot be maintained after a close examination of the part of the ring which was cut, where only a j-rune or possibly a ň-rune can have stood. A j-rune can be interpreted as a Begriffsrune, an ideographic rune to be read as the rune-name, but it is still unclear what “(good) year of the Goths, sacred and inviolate” might have meant. 33

The most important individual find among the older runic inscriptions is the golden horn of Gallehus. The carefully engraved inscription on the brim states: ek HléwagastiR hóltijaR hórna táwido “I, Leugast (Greek Kleoxenos) son/descendant of Holt (or: wood/forest dweller) made the horn.” Efforts to interpret this verse inscription in perfect Stabreim on the precious, richly decorated horn as anything other than a maker’s formula inscription have been futile. 35

5. Stones. The runic inscriptions on stones form a larger group with various sub-divisions: loose, transportable stones, stone slabs, pictorial or decorated stones, or fixed bauta-stones (cf. Hávamál stanza 72), which are found predominantly in Norway. 34 From the fourth century such bauta-stones can be found with runic inscriptions, and are often linked with grave-sites. The stone and inscription are a memorial to the dead, and additionally are to ensure the peace of the grave, and to protect the grave from intruders and against possible revenants by confining the dead person to the grave. 35 Individually, the interpretations of some inscriptions are controversial, for example, alu which appears alone on the Elgesem stone (it was found during the excavation of a grave mound). According to the interpretation of alu, it might be a protective formula to preserve the peace of the grave and the dead, or, if alu refers to a state of ecstasy, it may have been placed upon the stone “as a symbol of a cult-place.” 36 There is hardly a single inscription of the older runic period that has an agreed reading, let alone an agreed interpretation. This uncertainty is true, for example, for one of the longest runic inscriptions on the Norwegian Tune stone dating from around A.D. 400. It runs vertically in two rows on the front side (A) and in three rows on the back (B). With the exception of only a few runes, the actual reading is fairly clear:
The Tune runestone (above)

The Gallehus horn decorations and runic inscription (left)
The wide range of possible interpretations, however, may be illustrated by the following two: “I Wiw after Wodurid, the bread keeper, wrought [the runes]. For me(?), Wodurid, three daughters prepared the stone, the inheritance (but) the most distinguished of heirs.” And: “I Wiw composed according to Wodurid, he who supplied the bread; I intended the stone for Wodurid. Three daughters prepared a pleasant inheritance, the most favored among the heirs.”

How, then, can such widely varied interpretations (to which others could be added) come about?

a. Different readings determine different interpretations (arjosteR or asijosteR).

b. The substitution of the missing part of the inscription at the top of the stone permits various possibilities.

c. Following on from this, the researchers come to differing starting points for their interpretations (worahlo, preterite of *wurkian “to make, prepare, work, preterite: wrought” or “to compose (in verse”).

d. Syntactical breaks are made at differing positions in the inscription (AI, II or AI, II, BI).

e. Understandings of the cultic and inheritance aspects of burial and death rites, which can be reconstructed in different ways, distinguish the individual interpretative approaches.

These problems can be illustrated even more markedly by a second example. The Eggja stone (West Norway, archeological dating ca. A.D. 700) originally lay with the inscribed side facing down, as the covering stone on a flat grave. It cannot be ascertained whether this grave had been occupied and robbed or whether it was a cenotaph, an empty grave as a memorial to a dead person. Between two long rows of runes running left to right (I + II) there is the incomplete outline of a horse, the connection of which with the inscription is questionable. An inverted short third line of runes running right to left (III) is placed after the horse’s tail, between I and II. The inscription in itself is already difficult to read and additionally there are illegible sections which have been variously amended, leading to a correspondingly diverse dozen or more attempted interpretations since 1919 (among them several monographs). Individual researchers have offered several at-
tempts at interpretations. Here, two translations may again be used to demonstrate the differences; the first is by Wolfgang Krause:

“I  It is not struck by the sun nor is the stone cut with an (iron) knife.
One shall not lay (it) bare, when the waning moon wanders (across the sky).
May misled men not lay (the stone) aside!

II  This (stone) (the) man (= the rune-magician) covered with ‘corpse-sea’ (= blood), smeared with it (= with the blood?) the rowlocks (?) in the ‘bore-tired’ boat (?).
As who (= in what form) has the army-Ase (= Odin?) (or: who as a warrior has) come here to the land of warriors (or: of horses)?
Fish, swimming from the terrible river, bird, shrieking into the enemy host.

III Protection (alu) against the evil-doer!”

We may compare the interpretation by Grønvik, in which the sections are taken in the order II, III, I:

“II The household is shrinking
over the remainder wïR casts the wave of death:
the rowlocks were ground off them
on the point of the mast weakened by the/in the bore-hole:
Who led the army
across into that country?
The man-fish
from the current-furrows by Firnøy,
swimming in the foam,
from the land with the glowing meadows.
(May I) always (receive) help when I compose my verse!
Not by daylight and not with the sword
shall the carved stone be visited;
nor shall the man
who calls the naked corpse
(and) nor shall confused men visit this resting place!”

Once again, Grønvik made changes, to the beginning of II (“Over my dear ones cast itself the wave of death”) and to line III (“[he] who brought prosperity and happiness”). As with the Tune inscription, these very varied interpretations depend on equally varied assumptions and presuppositions:

a) Whether it is a grave or a cenotaph.
b) The arrangement of the lines of the runes.
c) Deviant reading of not clearly recognizable runes.
d) Varying completion of lacunae in the inscription.
e) Differing division of words/units in the continuously carved inscription.
f) Deviant transcription of individual sequences of runes.
g) Differing approaches to the interpretation of words.
h) Alternative understanding of words as *nomen appellativum* (generic name) or *nomen proprium* (proper name).
i) Alternative interpretation of a sequence as a compound or as a kenning.
j) Varying syntactical divisions
k) Assumptions about magic and cultic, ritual activities surrounding a burial as protection against desecration of the grave or against the return from the grave of the dead person as a revenant.
l) Differing religio-historical and religio-psychological starting points.

While there is agreement that line 1 refers to a ritual act to protect the stone and the grave, yet again a whole range of very different procedures and intentions are assumed for an understanding of line 2:

a) Consecration of the runes and the gravestone by covering them with blood.
b) Burial of a chieftain with a blood sacrifice and consecration of the boat on which he was carried.
c) Inscription on a cenotaph designed to stop a criminal, who was sunk on a ship in the fjord, from returning as a ghost.
d) The rune-master’s call to the god Odin to come to Eggja to accompany the dead warrior to Hel.
e) An act of remembrance for a dead man who has vanquished naval warriors, spilt their blood, and sunk their ship.
f) Burial in the presence of the dead man’s household retinue of someone who, while travelling by ship, had suffered a broken mast.\(^4\)

Thus the enigma of the Eggja inscription, despite all the efforts of leading runologists (Magnus Olsen, Lis Jacobsen, Arthur Nordén, Gerd Høst, Wolfgang Krause, Niels Åge Nielsen, Ottar Gronvik), is still unsolved and will probably remain so.

A general characterization of the inscriptions in the older *futhark* by highlighting their magic, and in some cases cultic, aspect or by stressing the profane content of their message is difficult to establish. On the one hand, one has to consider the nature of the object that bears the inscription since the inscription on a bracteate worn as an amulet and promising
the wearer protection (for example, Raum Køge, IK 98: gibu anja [I grant protection]) is to be assessed differently to a commemorative inscription on a rune-stone (Bø stone: “Hnabd’s Grave”). On the other, the corresponding interpretation also depends upon the understanding, perhaps even the preconception, of the runologist making the interpretation. Our restricted knowledge of the peculiarities of an earlier culture, about which, apart from the limited runic self-documentation, we may make judgments only based on reports from outside the culture, is a problem. Insofar as relatively plausible interpretation attempts have been made, older runic remains comprise primarily the recording of names (often as a statement of ownership), makers’ inscriptions, magical inscriptions on amulets, cultic and ritual acts, memorials to the dead, and inscriptions in which a mastery of the skill of writing runes as such is expressed. Only a few people were familiar with this art. Among these, the erilaR is particularly prominent. On the Bratsberg buckle of around A.D. 500 there is the single inscription ek erilaR, and the formula ek erilaR is to be found on a total of eight monuments, all of them from the sixth century. Whether erilaR is linked with the name of a people, the (H)erulians (proto-Anglian *erulaz), is disputed. erilaR is not the name of a tribe, but a designation of some rank or title. It refers to an elevated man who has knowledge of the runic art (rune-master) and may have the function of a priest. In later times this may have become a secular office, corresponding to ON jarl, although the transition from erilaR to jarl is difficult to accept on phonological grounds.

The difficulty, frequently referred to, of reaching any interpretation, let alone a generally acceptable one can be illustrated once more with a methodologically instructive case, but this may be prefaced with a few words on the runologist’s working methods. New runic inscriptions are usually chance finds, and these are almost exclusively loose objects. At the excavation site or later in the museum the discovered objects are cleaned. Since this cannot always be done immediately, runes are sometimes not discovered on objects in museums until years or even decades later. If, during cleaning, script-like symbols appear, the piece is handed to an expert to determine whether they are runes or just rune-like symbols. If they are runes, then they are carefully examined on the original piece (the technical term for which is “autopsy”) and the characters identified. The form of the runes allows a rough chronological classification. To establish an exact dating, the runologist works together with an archeologist. After the reading has been determined, the philological part of the work begins. Especially on monuments from the older runic period, word-dividers are often not present in the text. Consequently, the division into individual words of a continuous inscription (scriptio continua) can be a difficult task. According to the location of the find, the attempt will be made, on the
basis of the familiar runic vocabulary from that area and using dictionaries and onomastic reference texts, together with literary sources, to make some overall sense of the words discovered. In the course of this, new difficulties can arise if unknown forms of names or grammatical features should appear, or a word is used for the first time.

In the linguistic, philological analysis, runic inscriptions should be analyzed synchronously as textual evidence from a certain period. They have a specific (denotative) function, and only on another level do they have other linguistic and textual functions, such as magic or number symbolism. They follow rules of a universal, typological nature, as well as the rules of an individual language, rules that can be determined for any text from a language, including inscriptions.\textsuperscript{45} The epigraphic context is of primary importance, and the aim is a linguistic structure that is convincing in itself. If possible, the communicative situation of an inscribed text should also be investigated: in addition to communication between human beings, there is also the question of communication with supernatural beings.\textsuperscript{46}

However, the extra-graphical context is also of importance for analysis and for interpretation. This includes, on the one hand, the relationship between the inscription and the object that bears it: are the runes on the object itself or on a repaired part, are they on the obverse or reverse? Were the runes placed on the object as part of the manufacturing process or in the course of the use of an inscribed object? On the other, the relationship between the object bearing the rune and the contemporary cultural milieu needs to be elucidated. With loose objects: provenance, routing (imported or exported article), usage, nature of the deposition, whether accidental or intentional (funerary gifts, deposition in a bog, store), nature of the find (in situ or in a disturbed site, completely or partly plundered), belonging to a cremation or inhumation grave. With runic standing stones: original location, possible change of location, original position (standing or lying), an individual stone or part of an arrangement of stones, the natural features of the location, any link with a grave (flat or mound grave) or a grave field, any link with special categories of find (such as hoards) in the vicinity.\textsuperscript{47}

In addition one must always take into account the fact that certain pre-suppositions of the runologists play a role, suppositions that can lead to different, not to say contradictory interpretations. These can be characterized by such contrastive pairs as “skeptical — imaginative,” “mundane — magical,” “profane — sacred” and so on.\textsuperscript{48} It makes a difference whether a runic inscription is processed by somebody with linguistic, paleographic, cultural-historical, or religious-historical interests without clearly expressing this interest.
A bronze fragment of a shield-boss recovered from the Thorsberg bog (Schleswig, ca. A.D. 200) shows on the reverse side of the rim six runes **aisgRh** running from right to left. These cannot be interpreted, and are therefore now considered to be a non-linguistic, meaningless sequence of runes. This is, it is true, a modern view; it is unknown what understanding of runes or what “message” (and to whom it was directed) this runic engraving is based upon. At one level, Antonsen-understands **aisk-z** as “challenger,” reads **h** as an ideographic Begriffsrune “hail” in the sense of “a hail of spears and arrows” and thereby establishes a weapon name that puts into words the significance of the shield. On a second level, the attempt has been made to create, by the insertion of vowels into the sequence of consonants, a comprehensible word: **ais(i)g(a)R** “the raging, furious one” to which is added the abbreviated **h(aitë) (= “I am called”) or the ideographic “hail” rune, again resulting in the name of a weapon. Other scholars, meanwhile, read the runes as an owner’s inscription or as the name of a rune-master. All these attempts work with suppositions that cannot be demonstrated unequivocally. Taking an archeological approach, it has been deduced from the regularity particularly of the a-rune on the distorted upper part, that the shield-boss was engraved with runes after it had become distorted and before it was deposited in the bog. If this is the case, one can discount the interpretations that saw here an owner’s or weapon name. At the same time, it could still be the name of a rune-master. With regard to the overall interpretation of bog deposits as votive offerings to the gods, the inscription could be linked to the one god that corresponds to the concept of rage, wrath, namely Wodan/Odin (from *wöðr- “raging anger,” cf. German Wut). In the first of these cases the shield would have been engraved in the area of origin of the peoples who were defeated when invading the place where the deposition was made. In the second case, by contrast, it would have been engraved later by victorious local people who had captured the weapons from the invaders. None of the theories about the deposition in the bog and the possible interpretation of the inscription can be demonstrated with any certainty.

Interestingly, a Roman shield-boss with the punch-marked inscription **AEI[IVS] AELIANVS** was also recovered from the Thorsberg bog. Although at first the possibility was considered that the Roman custom of inscribing a name had been adopted in the runic examples, further attempts at interpretation indicate essential differences between these two written cultures.

This is confirmed by a comparison between the approximately eighty inscriptions making up a continental (southern Germanic) corpus from the older runic period, and the roughly contemporary, though not so extensive group of Latin inscriptions from the same area.
the fifth century and especially after the first third of the sixth century in the southwestern area (Alemannia) differ from the Scandinavian examples previously characterized. There are hardly any magical inscriptions among them, apart from one obvious instance of alphabet magic to prevent a return from the dead by a female revenant on the Beuchte fibula. \(^{53}\) There have, however, been more recent discussion of the “runes of the Merovingian period as a source for the survival of late classical Christian and non-Christian script-magic.”\(^{54}\) In the main these involve the inscription of personal names with attached wishes and formulaic blessings referring to human relationships of various kinds. The move toward Christianity and the acceptance of the new creed are documented, according to one of the new interpretations, by the inscriptions from Nordendorf I, the demonization of the old gods Wodan and Donar, as well as the condemnation of the stag-dance rituals on the Pforzen buckle, and especially the wish “God for you, Theophilus” expressed on the Osthofen disc-fibula. The belt buckle (second half of the sixth century) recovered from a man’s grave in Pforzen in 1992 is in this connection of particular interest, offering as it does the longest inscription and the first well-rendered line in alliterative verse in continental runic inscriptions: Áigil andi Áilrun élahu[n] gasókun (Áigil and Ailrun have condemned the deer [the deer costume of the cervulum facere]). The second half-line has ìtahu of which ìt was possibly intended as the bind rune ìt. \(^{55}\) Overall, it seems reasonable to say that Alemannic runic culture was associated with women.

The golden disc brooch from Chéhéry, which has Latin and runic inscriptions (not bilingually matched, however) is unique. Although its poor state of preservation, particularly of the runes on the reverse side, does not permit an interpretation, this brooch is important because, as part of a richly equipped grave, it documents a knowledge of Latin and runic script among those close to a woman of high social rank.\(^{56}\) Summarizing the runic and Latin epigraphic finds, the following contrasts emerge:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin Inscriptions</th>
<th>Runic Inscriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Status symbols in graves of the upper class</td>
<td>– Status symbols in graves of the middle class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– on objects belonging to men and women</td>
<td>– predominantly on women’s objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– on the front</td>
<td>– on the back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– mostly inscribed during production</td>
<td>– mostly inscribed after the production of the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– of a public, representative character</td>
<td>– concealed, intended as a private communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– formed an essential part of the inscribed object</td>
<td>– of incidental nature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
— often show some relationship to the object
— have the character of a communicative message
— record the making, the nature, and the function of the object
— mostly document the acceptance of Christianity

— do not demonstrate any recognizable relationship to the object
— show names, which are not unequivocally linked to the object’s maker, giver, owner, or the inscriber of the runes
— sometimes stress the ability to make inscriptions
— document the move toward the new religion (linked with syncretism)

“What kind of science is runology?” asks Antonsen provocatively. One answer is: “Runology is paleography, linguistics, archeology, and mythology,” but paleographic (today one would term it graphemic) analysis take precedence, before linguists and religious specialists process the inscriptions. Antonsen, who put the question, clearly considers “the linguist to be the primary actor in deciphering and interpreting runic inscriptions.” A little earlier, in 1994, Barnes in his “On Types of Argumentation in Runic Studies” passed a similar judgment. His various subheadings criticize some of the more common shortcomings in runological studies: “unsubstantiated claims and assertions — ignorance of other disciplines and lack of intellectual rigor — conjecture quoted as fact — reliance on unestablished or questionable principles.” A little later, Braunmüller too called for “a consistently synchronic linguistic analysis of runic inscriptions.” There is criticism of the lack of any methodological basis, lack of terminological precision and (therefore) an arbitrary interpretative approach. Does the solution really lie in the strict observation of linguistic principles? Is there an expectation which is typical for that of the neogrammarians? Precise, unambiguous linguistic terminology certainly aids understanding. It is necessary to follow these steps in sequence: transliteration, phonetic and phonemic transcription, production of text with reference to a linguistic status, linking to familiar lexemes from an individual language, possibly etymological recovery, all leading to an interpretation which considers the supralinguistic context. However, one must bear in mind that the older runic inscriptions stem from an archaic, oral culture whose writing habits are only partially known. Linguistic processes of change are only sketchily apparent, and this across wide geographical areas in which there will have been regional differences. The paucity of recovered finds often only offers names which are not easily susceptible to linguistic analysis. There seem to be contradictory linguistic forms. In
essence, one must ask whether modern linguistic procedures are exclusively appropriate for the understanding of archaic inscriptions. The impression sometimes arises that linguistic analyses strain the linguistic record and become an artistic game. Linguistic argumentation leads to improbability when the phonemic system that the oldest futhark inscriptions are based upon is traced back to the middle of the first millennium B.C., thereby establishing the origin of runic writing in a pre-classical Greek alphabet.

The question of the origin of runic writing was already being debated during the first, pre-academic phase of runic research. From the late nineteenth century on, theories have been voiced that have again occasioned heated debate over the last decade. There are three basic principles at issue. First, that runic writing neither arose ex nihilo nor from purely Germanic conditions. Second, that the stimulus or model was a Mediterranean alphabet. And third, that the starting point for all considerations has to be the geographical area and chronological setting of the oldest runic remains. Assuming that some alphabet was taken as a model, various aspects are stressed: the cultural-historical (the cultural status); the formal (matching the inventory of symbols); the linguistic (phonemic correspondences); the (comprehensive) alphabet-historical (considering the direction of the script, writing of double sounds, ligatures, word division etc.). In all authoritative works on the subjects, the following five questions emerge about why the runic script was created:

1. Which alphabet was taken as a model, and from where?
2. At what time was this done?
3. In which area?
4. By what person/people or ethnos?
5. For what purpose?

Some answers have been suggested:

1. The following have been suggested as a model for the runic alphabet: first, Latin capitals (later also perhaps cursive). "The Latin theory is supported by the oldest concentration of runic memorials, the powerful Roman cultural influence, as well as the obvious similarity to corresponding Latin letters, above all the runes for f, r, b, and m." Second, the classical Greek alphabet or cursive script, and also, particularly in American research, an archaic Greek alphabet from the sixth century B.C. A problem with this chronologically very early start for runic script is some explanation for the lack of any finds for a period covering at least 500 years. And, third, an origin from Northern Italic alphabets was first intensively investigated in the twentieth century. It is favored in Italian
research, and has more recently been advanced by epigraphic scholars and linguists.

2. Chronologically, the creation of runes pre-dates the oldest runic inscription, but which is the oldest — the Meldorf fibula (ca. A.D. 50), the Vimose comb (archeologically, ca. A.D. 160), or is it the Øvre Stabu spearhead (second half of the second century A.D.)? How far one can go back from there depends, on the other, upon the assumption of a “dark” age of fifty to one hundred years in which there are no recorded finds, and, on the other, upon the assumption that the runic script had, because of its lack of rounded forms, been created to be incised into wood, and that such perishable wood had not been preserved. This assumption cannot be confirmed because of the preservation of early inscriptions on wood in bogs.

3. The geographical location for the origin of runes varies depending on the alphabetic model that one chooses. On a larger scale, only objects with Latin inscriptions can be demonstrated to have entered the Germanic barbaricum — therefore southern Scandinavia seems likely; the Germani could only have become familiar with other alphabets in the areas from whence they first spread.

4. Whether a single individual or a group of people created runic script cannot be ascertained. Ethnically, depending on one’s theory, it could have belonged to the Angles, Herulians, Marcomanni or — if attested — to ethnic groups who migrated further to the southeast, though for chronological reasons the Goths can be eliminated.

5. On the question of the purpose for which runic script was invented, one can only speculate: as a cultic script or as a magic symbol, as a profane means of communication (above all in trade, in which context Moltke hoped to find a consignment note written in runes on wood), or for divination. Here too it is a question of quot capita tot sensus. To offer here a personal view, the five aspects can plausibly be combined: runic script was created on the basis of a Mediterranean alphabet, most likely Latin, in the time from around the birth of Christ into the first century A.D., in the region of the western Baltic (perhaps with some impulse from the Rhine area) by one or more “intellectuals” as a means of communication for secular, but also for sacral and magic use.

In this context, one may ask which is the oldest runic inscription of all, and then one must preface any such speculation with the observation that all attempts to make datings runologically (by the form of the characters, phonological value, direction of the script, splitting of words, ligature, script conventions) or linguistically (phonological change, syncope etc.) can at best achieve only a relative chronology. Archeological datings, which are, however, also susceptible to variation in the course of research,
form a definite basis. The large numbers of objects recovered primarily from graves but also from bogs and hoards permits an adequately differentiated typology and, on the basis of this, a reliable chronology, which is supported by specific investigative methods (radiocarbon-dating, dendrochronology — dating by the use of tree-rings). The attempted dating of standing stones and in situ rock carvings is problematic if these are not closely linked to a grave containing gifts or offerings. With archaeological dating it must also be clear what is being dated: the date of production or of its deposition in the grave, perhaps even the period of time that an object was in use. A runic inscription can be carved on an object at any time during its existence. Only in a few cases is there any clear evidence. Thus, for example, the runes echo inscribed on the Donzdorf fibula, and also the similar decorations on the reverse, were engraved during the production process, while on the Beuchte fibula, which had been used for a long time and was very worn, the runes show hardly any signs of wear and were inscribed only shortly before the deposition as a grave offering/gift. For the greater number of loose objects with runes, the inscription can have been made over a long period of use, in the case of inherited pieces as long as half a century. Similar considerations hold true for the early south Scandinavian runic finds from graves and bogs from the period around 200.

The oldest definite inscription, with the runes harja, a masculine name-formation from Hari (German Heer [army]) is to be found on the Vimose comb, which Ilkjær dates archeologically to around A.D. 160. Previously the Øvre Stabu lancehead with the magico-poetical spearname raunijaR, old Icelandic reynir “tester,” was thought to be the oldest inscription, dating from the second half of the second century A.D.

In 1979 the chance discovery of the Meldorf fibula was made, a piece that is dated to the first half of the first century A.D. Some consider the tremolo-style markings on the hasp to be ornamentation, others think they are written characters. But what characters? Epigraphers variously see them, depending on their own area of specialization, as runic, Roman majuscule, Greek, or Etruscan script. Since the first publication, there are now different, conflicting views: Latin capitals (or an imitation) versus runes (perhaps proto-runes). The four characters were, correspondingly, read either from left to right or from right to left. The characters IDIN, in Latin, could mean “for Ida” (female) or “for Iddo” (male). The runic reading hiwi could be understood as an inscribed dedication to a woman, “for Hiwi,” whose function as head of the family (mater familias) is possibly alluded to. These and other attempted interpretations are open to question, particularly the most recent suggestion, icili (for the [rune-]master).
Runology is not at present a formal and independent academic discipline, unlike, for example, epigraphy at some universities. With a few exceptions, runologists are philologists whose specialization in teaching and research is one of the older Germanic languages, or Indo-European philology in general. In this case other individual languages such as Celtic can also play a central role. In the broadest sense, runology is part of the study of Germanic antiquity, though this is no longer an independent subject area in Germany, and it is evident that an exhaustive study of the place and role of runic monuments will only be achieved through interdisciplinary cooperation.

Among runologists a distinction is made between field runologists and desk runologists. Field runologists work primarily on the original objects, especially when, as in Scandinavia with its numerous rune-stones, these are scattered about the countryside. But desk runologists should also examine the originals of the inscriptions they are processing. The findings made in this way can be of great significance for their conclusions. They may, for example, come to a new reading that might provide the basis for a new interpretation. The desk runologists will sometimes discover that a fresh, untreated inscription on a freshly excavated and cautiously cleaned object will be clearer and more definite than after conservation. After decades of being kept in a museum, the legibility of runes, which were readily identifiable at the time when they were discovered, can be severely reduced. It can sometimes even happen that in the course of study a rune can become lost which is then only rediscovered through a new autopsy. And such a direct viewing of the rune is, after all, necessary to demonstrate perhaps that an inscription taken to be genuine is in fact a falsification. But the reverse can also happen, as with the Weser runic bones, which for a long time were suspected to be forgeries but were, with the help of scientific and forensic investigative methods, demonstrated to be genuine.

To return to Antonsen’s question, then: what kind of science is runology? The answer is that it is a difficult but rewarding activity in which precision and experience on a solid philological and linguistic basis works in cooperation with the relevant related sciences requiring imagination and deductive powers but also rational, critical control, in order to offer a plausible explanation for the meaning, role, and importance of an inscription and the object that bears the runes. As is so often the case, for the runologist as for other scholars, the best questions often come from outside.

An archeologist’s questions to the runologist:
Why did anyone write in an illiterate society like the Germanic?
Why this native alphabet?
Who wrote? Surely not everybody. Some did, but who?
Who was able to read the runes?
Did it matter to the magic function that runes were not common knowledge as long as there was someone around to interpret? Was the act of writing the prime object of the exercise? How reliable are the sources? How can we make them more reliable? Why were only specific types of objects inscribed? Why spear- lanceheads instead of swords? Surely swords were the more prestigious weapons and there does not seem to be any rule as to which spearheads got inscriptions. It was not only silver inlaid masterpieces which were inscribed. Why a plane and not the gold rings (like Pietroasa in the south)? Is it symptomatic of the social situation that there is something wrong in practically every inscription written in the old futhark? Does that reflect a still experimenting milieu?

Runologists will hardly be able answer a single one of these questions with any degree of certainty, but they can, for their part, pose further questions. For example, one might speculate as to how runic writing was learned and how it was passed on, and what people of what social rank participated in this. Further, one needs to explain the relatively standardized set of symbols which is remarkable given the large geographical area from which runic monuments originate. Two further questions are whether there is an acceptable explanation for the fact that the sequence of the runes in the futhark deviates so obviously from sequence of the alphabet and what function has an inscription consisting only of this futhark?

We should not leave the impression that runology is not at all scientific, even though certain work by outsiders might give this impression. It must not be forgotten that runology belongs to those human sciences whose aim, within the hermeneutic process, can be of value on an interdisciplinary basis as long as its initial premises are clear and it can present a transparent working method. Given such a basis, then it is rewarding to pursue the study of these autochthonous memorials of early writing, these original and unique documents from an age which is otherwise known to us only from outside (and almost always partisan) sources.

Translated by Malcolm Read
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Map of early runic finds
Gothic

Brian Murdoch

Gothic is the earliest Germanic language to be written down in full form in manuscript — other than isolated Germanic words recorded by Roman writers. Written Gothic dates from the fourth century, several centuries before the ancestor of modern German was committed to writing for the first time. Nevertheless, titles like Gotische Literaturdenkmäler found in the secondary literature are at best optimistic, since most of what we have in the written Gothic language (for the most part Visigothic) are translations of parts of the Greek Bible. Such non-biblical fragments as survive are small indeed: a fragment of a biblical commentary, which may or may not be a translation; a calendar fragment; a few isolated words (some in a Latin epigram); two substitutions in legal documents, and, as the last flicker of the Gothic language, a list of words recorded in the Crimea in the seventeenth century.¹

Allusions in Latin writings about the Goths, and references to Gothic historical figures in works which have survived in other languages lead us to suppose that, as with other early languages, there was an oral tradition of poetry in the vernacular. These may well have been heroic epics associated with the aristocratic warrior classes, but these works have not survived in written form. Elfriede Stutz points out on the first page of her bibliographical handbook that we do not have a single line of Gothic poetry.² The fact that what we refer to as Gothic literature means, effectively, an incomplete Bible translation, determines the approach to Gothic. The antiquity of the language and thus the relative closeness to the primitive Germanic ancestor which it, as an East Germanic language, shared with the West Germanic languages (represented now by English and German), and with the Northern group of early and modern Scandinavian languages, make it of great interest to philology. Gothic is associated with other so-called East Germanic languages spoken by tribes such as the Burgundians, the Vandals and the Gepids (classical historians group them with the Goths), the Herulians, and the Rugians.³ For other languages in that group, such as Burgundian or Rugian, we must rely on place names and personal names for philological evidence, but with Gothic, sufficient material has survived to provide for a solid corpus, even if not every para-